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Abstract
Prosodic skills may be powerful to improve the communication
of individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities.
Yet, the development of technological resources that consider
these skills has received little attention. One reason that ex-
plains this gap is the difficulty of including an automatic assess-
ment of prosody that considers the high number of variables and
heterogeneity of such individuals. In this work, we propose an
approach to predict prosodic quality that will serve as a baseline
for future work. A therapist and an expert in prosody judged the
prosodic appropriateness of individuals with Down syndrome’
speech samples collected with a video game. The judgments
of the expert were used to train an automatic classifier that pre-
dicts the quality by using acoustic information extracted from
the corpus. The best results were obtained with an SVM clas-
sifier, with a classification rate of 79.30%. The difficulty of the
task is evidenced by the high inter-human rater disagreement,
justified by the speakers’ heterogeneity and the evaluation con-
ditions. Although only 10% of the oral productions judged as
correct by the referees were classified as incorrect by the au-
tomatic classifier, a specific analysis with bigger corpora and
reference recordings of people with typical development is nec-
essary.
Index Terms: Prosody, Automatic Classification, Down syn-
drome, Educational Video games

1. Introduction
The collective of individuals with Down syndrome shows a se-
ries of cognitive, learning and attentional limitations. All the
areas of language are altered, but not in the same degree, as
described in [1]. Although lexical acquisition is delayed, mor-
phology and syntax appear to be more affected than vocabulary
[2]. Related to pragmatics, individuals with Down syndrome
show difficulties when producing and understanding questions
and emotions, signaling turn-taking, or keeping topics in con-
versation, and the study in [3] demonstrated that children with
Down syndrome are impaired relative to norms from typically
developing children in all areas of pragmatics. At phonological
level, speech intelligibility is seriously damaged by the presence
of errors on producing some phonemes, the loss of consonants
and the simplification of syllables [4].

What concerns to prosody, [5] report disfluencies (stutter-
ing and cluttering) and impairments in the perception, imita-
tion and spontaneous production of prosodic features; authors
of [6] have connected some of the speech errors with difficul-
ties in the identification of boundaries between words and sen-

tences. Nevertheless, characterizing prosodic impairments in
populations with developmental disorders is a hard task [7].
To fulfill such an aim, prosody assessment procedures appro-
priate for use with individuals with intellectual and/or devel-
opmental disabilities need to be employed. The Profiling Ele-
ments of Prosody in Speech-Communication (PEPS-C) test has
proved to be successful in this respect [8, 9]. When used with
English-speaking children with Down syndrome, lower perfor-
mance than expected by chronological age is observed in all
prosody tasks [10]. After comparisons with typically devel-
oping children matched for mental age, impairments are also
found for the discrimination and imitation of prosody [10].

There are technological tools focused on language therapy
[11, 12]. However, the difficulty of separating the effects of
each of the suprasegmental features on communication together
with the multiplicity of right possibilities to arrive to the same
intonational meaning explains that little attention has been paid
to the development of technological resources that specifically
consider the learning of prosody in students with special needs,
specifically in those with Down syndrome. To advance in the
line of developing specific resources to minimize the limitations
concerning prosody and pragmatics in individuals with Down
syndrome, we have developed an educational video game to
train prosody, PRADIA: Mistery in the city [13, 14]1.

Although the video game was designed with the aim of
training prosody in individuals with Down syndrome, it became
a tool to collect their oral productions and thus to construct a
prosodic corpus. These aims are achieved thanks to the fact
that the main way of interaction of the player with the game
is through the voice. To advance in the game, the player must
give an adequate oral response in different communicative cir-
cumstances, where prosodic features are the most relevant to
achieve a correct pragmatic interpretation. In its current version,
the video game needs the constant presence of a person (ideally
a therapist) who guides the gamer throughout the adventure and
who evaluates the success in the resolution of the production ac-
tivities. The assistance of the therapist has been proved crucial
to motivate individuals with Down syndrome. Even so, it would
be desirable to improve their autonomy and to help trainers in
their therapies with new functionalities by including a module
of automatic assessment of prosodic quality.

If we turn to the field of automatic assessment, the attempts
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of classifying different speech dimensions is well researched,
but focused on specific aspects or reduced populations. Some
works focus on speech intelligibility of people with aphasia [15]
or speech intelligibility in general [16]. Others try to identify
speech disorders in children with cleft lip and palate [17]. In
addition, speech emotions and autism spectrum disorders recog-
nition have been investigated [18]. The point is that all these
works include a subjective evaluation done by experts as a gold
standard to train the classification systems.

In this work, we analyse the difficulties of automatically
predicting the quality of the prosody of an oral production and
propose a new approach that will serve as a baseline for future
work. Recordings of individuals with Down syndrome collected
in different sessions of use of the educational video game PRA-
DIA: Mystery in the city were used to obtain information about
the relevant features needed to make an automatic classification
of the productions. The speech corpus obtained along the time
of game was judged by a therapist, who evaluated in real time
the quality of the oral productions, and by a prosody expert, who
did an off-line evaluation. The difference in the experimental
procedure will be used to investigate if an automatic system can
only rely on prosodic variables to judge the oral productions
of the players (offline evaluation), or whether other features re-
lated to the game dynamics should also be incorporated in the
system. The judgments of the expert are used to train an auto-
matic classifier that predicts quality by using acoustic informa-
tion extracted from the audios of the corpus.

In section 2, the experimental procedure is described, which
includes the procedure for corpus collection, the processing of
speech material and the classification of the samples. The re-
sults section shows the effectiveness of the procedure, although,
at the same time, the difference in the evaluation procedures
highlights the need of carefully defining the selection of fea-
tures in the process of classification. We end the paper with a
discussion about the relevance of the results and the conclusions
and future work section.

2. Experimental procedure
2.1. Corpus description

The three subcorpora were recorded using the video game, but
the version of the video game and the recording context were
different. The complete description of each subcorpus can be
seen on Table 1.

To build the subcorpus C1, five young adults with DS (mean
age 198 months) were recruited from a local Down syndrome
Foundation located in Madrid (Spain). To account for the vari-
ability often found in individuals with Down syndrome and get
measurements of different developmental variables, all of the
participants were administered with the following tests. The
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Scale-III [19] was used to assess
verbal mental age, the forward digit-span subtest included in the
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-IV [20] was employed
to evaluate verbal short-term memory and Raven’s Coloured
Progressive Matrices [21] served as a means to measure non-
verbal cognitive level. Descriptive characteristics and scores
obtained are shown in Table 2. The full PEPS-C battery in its
Spanish version [22] was also administered to participants to
have specific measurements of prosody level. Mean percentage
of success in perception and production PEPS-C tasks is also
presented in Table 2. Once these assessments were completed,
participants were administered with the PRADIA video game.
Each participant used PRADIA for a total duration of 4 hours,

Table 1: Corpus description. Concerning the therapist decision,
Cont.R (Continue Right) means that the activity was rightly re-
solved, Cont (Continue) means that the activity was satisfac-
torily resolved and Rep (Repeat) means that the activity was
faultily resolved. Concerning the expert judgment, Right means
that the recording was rightly produced and Wrong means that
the recording was wrongly produced.

Therapist decision Expert judgment
(real time) (offline)

Speaker #Utterances Cont.R Cont. Rep. Right Wrong Corpus
S01 120 70 33 17 87 33 C1
S02 106 90 16 0 81 25 C1
S03 97 93 3 1 78 19 C1
S04 131 19 51 61 75 56 C1
S05 151 21 54 76 77 74 C1
S06 30 x x x 19 11 C2
S07 34 x x x 13 21 C2
S08 28 x x x 23 5 C2
S09 43 x x x 20 23 C2
S10 33 x x x 29 4 C2
S11 57 x x x 31 26 C3
S12 12 x x x 7 5 C3
S13 7 x x x 2 5 C3
S14 11 x x x 3 8 C3
S15 33 x x x 19 14 C3
S16 10 x x x 6 4 C3
S17 8 x x x 5 3 C3
S18 11 x x x 6 5 C3
S19 10 x x x 6 4 C3
S20 10 x x x 6 4 C3
S21 9 x x x 1 8 C3
S22 7 x x x 3 4 C3
S23 8 x x x 3 5 C3
Total 966 293 157 155 465 302

distributed in 4 sessions of 1 hour per week. Participants were
supported by a speech and language therapist who knew them
in advance and was an expert at working with individuals with
Down syndrome. The therapist explained the game, helped par-
ticipants when needed, and took notes about how each session
developed. Importantly, the therapist also assessed participants’
speech productions and thus monitored their rhythm of progress
within the video game.

C2 subcorpus was also recorded using PRADIA software.
These recordings were obtained through the video game within
one session of software testing with real users. This test session
was done in a school of special education located in Valladolid
(Spain). Five adults with Down syndrome, aged 18 to 25, par-
ticipated in this test. The judgments obtained during this game
session were discarded for this work because the speech pro-
ductions were not evaluated by a therapist. The oral productions
were judged in an offline mode by the expert in prosody.

C3 subcorpus was recorded using an older version of PRA-
DIA software, the Magic Stone [23], with less types of pro-
duction activities. Eighteen young adults with Down syndrome
participated in the different game sessions, which focused on
how these users interacted with the video game. Five of these
eighteen speakers participated as well in the recordings of the
C2 subcorpus, so their productions were discarded from C3 sub-
corpus. As well as in the C2 subcorpus, the judgments decided
by the assistant that helped players complete the adventure were
not considered in the classifications. Instead, the oral produc-
tions were judged in an offline mode by the expert in prosody.

2.2. Corpus evaluation

During the game sessions, a speech therapist sits next to the
player and evaluates the production activities in real time. Con-
sequently, in C1 corpus, the therapist adapted her judgments to
both the general developmental level of participants and their
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Table 2: Description of the C1 subcorpus. For each speaker, this
table shows Chronological age (CA), Verbal mental age (VA),
Short-term verbal memory (STVM), and Non-verbal cognitive
level (NVCL). Ages are expressed in months. In addition, the
mean percentage of success in perception (MPercT) and pro-
duction (MProdT) PEPS-C tasks are included.

Speaker Gender CA VA STVM NVCL MPercT MProdT
S01 f 195 84 94 17 69.79% 48.30%
S02 m 204 99 134 18 76.04% 72.10%
S03 f 178 96 78 20 73.96% 74.65%
S04 m 190 60 below 74 10 60.42% 49.76%
S05 m 223 69 below 74 13 56.25% 54.84%

emotional and motivational level. The video game allows to
evaluate the result of the oral activities typing a concrete key
on the computer keyboard where the game is installed. If the
evaluation is Cont.R (Continue with right result) or Cont (Con-
tinue but the oral activity could be better), the video game ad-
vances to the next activity. If the evaluation is Rep. (Repeat),
the game offers a new attempt in which the player has to repeat
the activity. For each activity, there is a predetermined number
of attempts: when the attempts finish, the video game goes to
the next screen to avoid frustration on the player, even if the
activity has not been successfully completed (and the therapist
continues judging with Rep.).

On the other hand, an expert in prosody evaluated the three
subcorpora of oral productions of 23 speakers with Down syn-
drome in an offline mode. Due to the difficulty of the task and
the different context of the evaluation, the prosody expert used
a reduced evaluation system (Right or Wrong production). The
judgments were made relying on purely auditive basis, with-
out any acoustic analysis of the sentences, and the focus was
on the intonational and prosodic structure. Related to this, fac-
tors of intelligibility, quality in pronunciation or adjustment to
the expected sentence were not taken into account. Even in the
case of speakers with low cognitive level and serious problems
of intelligibility, the main criterion was whether they had mod-
eled prosody with certain success, even if the message was not
understood. Following the categories of intonational phonol-
ogy [24] and the learning objectives included in PRADIA [14],
criteria concerning intonation, accent and prosodic organization
were used to judge if the sentence was Right or Wrong: in short,
adjustment to the expected modality; respect for the difference
between lexical stress and accent (tonal prominence); and ad-
justment to the organization in prosodic groups relying mainly
in the distinction between function and content words.

2.3. Feature extraction

The openSmile toolkit [25] was used to extract acoustic fea-
tures from each recording of C1, C2 and C3 subcorpora. The
GeMAPS feature set [26] was selected due to the variety of
acoustic and prosodic features contained in this set. This set
contains frequency related features, energy related features,
spectral features and temporal features. The arithmetic mean
and the coefficient of variation were calculated on these fea-
tures. Furthermore, 4 additional temporal features were added:
the silence and sounding percentages, silences per second and
the mean silences. The complete description of these features
can be found in previous research [27]. In this work, only
prosodic features (frequency, energy and temporal) have been
used because spectral features improve the speaker identifica-
tion, and classifiers can be adapted to each speaker in the classi-
fication process. In total, 34 prosodic features were employed.

2.4. Automatic classification

As explained is section 2.2, the recordings were evaluated by
the therapist and the prosody expert. Since the final aim of
the module is to decide if the gamer can continue the game or
should repeat the activity (without considering degrees of fail-
ure), the evaluation of the expert was used to build the classi-
fier. According to this, the output of the different classifiers are
Right (R) or Wrong (W), based on the prosody expert scoring.
The Weka machine learning toolkit [28] was used and three dif-
ferent classifiers were used to compare their performance: the
C4.5 decision tree (DT), the multilayer perceptron (MLP) and
the support vector machine (SVM). In addition, the results of
using the recordings of the three corpora as well as all combi-
nations of these corpora were compared.

Furthermore, the stratified 10-fold cross-validation tech-
nique was used to create the training and testing datasets. We
also used feature selection before training the classifiers: the
features were selected by measuring the information gain of the
training set and discarding the ones in which the information
gain equals zero (column Feat. in Table 3).

3. Results
Table 1 and Table 2 show a high difference between speakers re-
lated to their developmental level and prosodic skills. S04 and
S05 have the lowest scores in verbal mental age (60 and 69,
respectively), short-term verbal memory (below 74 both speak-
ers) and non-verbal cognitive level (10 and 13, respectively).
In addition, both of them have the lowest mean percentage of
success in perception PEPS-C tasks (60.42% and 56.25%, re-
spectively) and lower mean percentage of success in production
PEPS-C tasks (49.76% and 54.84%, respectively). These low
scores are related with the quality of the productions, with a
higher percentage of W assignments from the prosody expert
(42.75% and 49% respectively) and higher percentage of Rep.
from the therapist (47% and 50%, respectively).

The classification results highly depend on the corpus and
the classifier used (Table 3). SVM classifier works better with
all corpora and the worst results are obtained using DT classifier
(best case is 79.3% vs 64.94% baseline). The best results are
obtained in Case A and D by using any of the three classifiers
(UAR 0.83 with SVM classifier). The classification accuracy
decreases when the C3 corpus is entered (C, E, F and G cases)
as the number of speakers substantially increases. Moreover,
when the same features are used to identify speakers instead
of the quality of the utterance (column #SR rate of Table 3),
scenarios Case C, E and G are the worst ones and scenarios
Case A and B are the best. In order to see the influence of
the speaker in the classification results, we present results per
speaker in Table 4.

We focus on Case D to present results per speakers in Ta-
ble 4. Only the samples of corpus C1 are analyzed because
they were evaluated by the two evaluators. Comparing the R-
W judgments of the expert with the classifier predictions, there
is a high recall in R-R case for all speakers (S01 83.91%, S02
87.65%, S03 97.44%, S04 94.67%, S05 87.01%). The coin-
cidence in W-W case is lower: while S02 and S05 present a
reasonable classification rate (72% and 70.27%, respectively),
results for S03 goes down to 26.32%. Concerning this result,
we note that most of the utterances judged as wrong by the ex-
pert were rated as right by the therapist (100% in cell W-Cont.R
for S3). As average, we obtain only 10.05% of false negatives.
This will be discussed in the next section as a positive result for
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Table 3: Classification results depending on the corpus and the classifier used. The prosody expert judgments were used to train the
classifiers. BL means the performance baseline of each group of samples (number of samples of the most populated class divided
by all the samples). DT means Decision trees, SVM means Support vector machines and MLP means Multilayer Perceptron. CR
means the classification rate, AUC means the Area Under the Curve and AUR means the Unweighted Average Recall. The number of
samples (utt.), the number of speakers (SPK), the number of features (Feat.) and the speaker classification rate using SVM (SR rate)
are presented. The output of the different classifiers are Right or Wrong, based on prosody expert scoring.

DT SVM MLP
Corpora BL CR AUC UAR CR AUC UAR CR AUC UAR #Utt. #Feat. #SPK SR rate

Case A C1 65.79% 69.57% 0.68 0.74 78.49% 0.74 0.83 73.23% 0.7 0.79 605 21 5 69.92%
Case B C2 61.90% 60.26% 0.58 0.61 72.68% 0.7 0.79 68.49% 0.67 0.73 168 16 5 88.01%
Case C C3 50.78% 65.76% 0.66 0.66 61.58% 0.62 0.69 63.71% 0.64 0.64 193 7 13 30.05%
Case D C1+C2 64.94% 70.77% 0.68 0.75 79.3% 0.76 0.83 72.57% 0.7 0.78 773 21 10 64.94%
Case E C1+C3 62.16% 66.29% 0.65 0.69 72.31% 0.7 0.79 67.17% 0.65 0.74 798 20 18 52.26%
Case F C2+C3 55.96% 60.94% 0.6 0.64 66.47% 0.66 0.75 64% 0.63 0.69 361 13 18 64.27%
Case G C1+C2+C3 62.11% 66.88% 0.66 0.71 74.32% 0.71 0.81 69.37% 0.66 0.76 996 20 23 59.21%

real time situations.
Concerning the therapist judgments, Cont.R decision could

be identified as a Right assignment in a high percentage of cases
for S01, S02 and S03 speakers (69%, 85% and 95% respec-
tively). They are the participants with higher developmental
level, according to Table 2. Among these three participants,
the first one -with the lowest inter-judge agreement- showed the
lowest prosodic level from the outset. In general, the corre-
spondence between real time decisions and expert judgment is
not straightforward, with a high variety in the contingency ta-
ble. Concerning the therapist Rep. decision, it is clear that the
highest percentages of agreement are obtained for S04 and S05
speakers (62.5% and 72.97%, respectively), who are the least
qualified speakers in Table 2.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
The study shows some of the variables that contribute to account
for the difficulties of conducting an automatic evaluation of
prosody in Down syndrome. As shown in Table 2, the chrono-
logical age of the participants for whom both the therapist and
prosody expert evaluations were available was similar. How-
ever, their skills for reasoning, recalling auditory verbal material
and understanding vocabulary were clearly different. Pheno-
type variability is common in Down syndrome [3] and needs to
be considered if prosody is to be evaluated. When developmen-
tal level is low, the quality of the prosodic productions is also
low. As a result, the likelihood of human agreement as to the
appropriateness of the output decreases. This shows the diffi-
culties inherent to the task being carried out. Furthermore, even
in the cases of higher cognitive level, variability in the linguistic
profile can also play a role. Thus, levels of vocabulary are not
necessarily paired with those of prosody perception and produc-
tion. Differences in the evaluation context also explain the vari-
ability between the expert and therapist’s judgments. While the
former only based her decisions on intonational criteria, the lat-
ter also took into consideration the progress of the player within
the video game. In doing so, avoiding frustration was a priority;
therefore, levels of frustration tolerance and number of failures
influenced the therapist’s decisions.

In our video game, not to evaluate as wrong a right utter-
ance is very important; otherwise, frustration may arise. This
is even more important when individuals with Down syndrome
are the players since they can be particularly prompted to this
feeling [29]. Therefore, one of the main aims of the video game
is to engage and motivate the users. For this, the percentage of
false positives must be as low as possible. Table 4 shows that

Table 4: Percentage of coincidence between therapist decision,
classifier (SVM in case D) and prosody expert per speaker. Con-
cerning the classifier, R represents the utterances classified as
Right by the classifier and W represents the utterances classi-
fied as Wrong by the classifier. Each row percentage is relative
to the number of each type of utterances of prosody expert eval-
uation.

Expert judgment Classified as Therapist decision
Speaker #Total utt type #utt R W Cont.R Cont. Rep.

S01 120 R 87 83.91% 16.09% 68.97% 24.14% 6.90%
W 33 57.58% 42.42% 30.30% 36.36% 33.33%

S02 106 R 81 87.65% 12.35% 85.19% 14.81% 0.00%
W 25 28.00% 72.00% 84.00% 16.00% 0.00%

S03 97 R 78 97.44% 2.56% 94.87% 3.85% 1.28%
W 19 73.68% 26.32% 100.0% 0.00% 0.00%

S04 131 R 75 94.57% 5.33% 21.33% 44.00% 34.67%
W 56 41.07% 58.93% 5.36% 32.14% 62.5%

S05 151 R 77 87.01% 12.99% 20.78% 50.65% 28.57%
W 74 29.73% 70.27% 6.76% 20.27% 72.97%

Total 605 R 398 89.96% 10.05% 80.20% 68.79% 35.48%
W 207 41.06% 58.94% 19.80% 31.21% 64.52%

only 10% of the samples evaluated as Right by the expert are
classified as Wrong by the classifier. It is future work to reduce
the rate of false positives in order to obtain the best possible
reliable evaluation system.

The differences between the therapist and prosody expert
evaluations highlight the importance of evaluation contexts. If
the automatic evaluation module aims to be included in a real
time video game, aspects different from prosody should be con-
sidered, in the line of what the therapist did in her evaluation.
The player profile -among other features related to the progress
in the game- should also be incorporated in the system. In ad-
dition, the evaluation scale can be improved by adding more
dimensions to be scored by the experts. Instead of having a
global score of the prosody of a recording, the experts could
assign a different score to different prosodic dimensions (into-
nation, pauses, rhythm), with the aim of making a more precise
classification.

The high variability of speech of individuals with Down
syndrome has been evidenced in experimental results. Further
research should compile a bigger and more balanced corpus of
the speech of individuals with Down syndrome and record a
reference corpus of people with typical development. Never-
theless, inter-speaker variability should be considered as an in-
trinsic feature of the voices of individuals with Down syndrome
so that both the reference of correctness and the particular lim-
itations of the speaker must be taken into account to attain an
effective automatic prosodic assessment.
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